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Youth leadership Programme

DBM has partnered with Creatnet Education for a Youth Leadership Prog (YLP).
 
YLP aims to create leaders who believe that they are a part of transforming
how education is imparted.
 
They believe they are influencing how people will be able to take advantage of
emerging situations and turn them into learning opportunities and take
responsibility for their actions- of becoming leaders through awareness and
conscious choice.

The program has a vision to Create Self-driven volunteer led learning
communities that:
 

1. Nurture life-long learning
2. Inspires and proliferates more self-driven volunteer led learning
communities

 

https://dbmindia.bmetrack.com/c/l?u=C44A08A&e=126CB7F&c=A6AF3&t=0&email=IPlPoWSoT9SlkihS1keDwp48fivR5ldN&seq=1
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DBM has been working on  a number of programs to empower the
underserved youth. This Program is an welcome addition. It has youth from all
over india and they are selected through a rigorous process. 8 of our youth got
selected and our undergoing the 5 month long program. 

Covid Relief Project

As the Pandemic in its second wave
started hitting people and the
government announcing lockdowns,
the daily wagers again started feeling
the pinch.
 
DBM again geared up to distribute the
Ration kits to the needy people and
on 27th April we re-started our drive
to help them, covering 200 families in
the first week. The ration distribution
will continue every week.

Annual Presentation by DBM Team



As per DBM tradition, after the financial year comes to an end, all Project
leaders make a presentation before the DBM Trustees and DBM Mentors as
regards the work done by them during the previous financial year.
 
They also outline their plan for the next year. and talk about how they propose
to achieve that.
 
It was a very impressive performance by all of them and the DBM Trustees and
Mentors congratulated the team for the excellent work that they did despite
the Covid.



Covid Relief Project

As a part of the capacity building of
team members, we conduct
numerous training workshops both in
house as well as through outside
trainers.

This  month we have tied up with volunteers from PayPal through IVolunteers
to train our team members in Spoken english on one on one basis.
 
Each team member has been assigned a volunteer from PayPal and both fix a
date and time convenient to them and have a weekly session.
 
We are very thankful to IVolunteers for this help and also thank the volunteers
from PayPal who take time from their work schedule to help our team
members in bettering themselves.
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